
Emerging Tech  
Curriculum Map

How to Use:

This tool can be used in a number of different ways as you 

implement IBM SkillsBuild in your organization. 

1.  You can use this curriculum map as a way to compare it to 
the curriculum at your organization by finding common 
student goals.

2.  Use this map as you build out learning plans using IBM 
SkillsBuild Learning Builder. 

3.  Sessions are smaller chunks of larger learning goals, 
broken down into learning times that average around 1 
hour. 

4.  Sessions can be taken in sequential order or out of order 
based on the goals you have for your students. 

5.  Scan the student goals or student objectives with a 
specific skill or outcome in mind to determine aligning 
activities.

Ex. I want my students to learn more about blockchain so I 
will have them complete Sessions 21 and 22, and I will also 
use the lesson plans that accompanies this that is found in 
the “Teacher Resources” column. 

6. Easily find supporting teacher lesson plans and additional 
resources for learning activities. 

7. State or local standards can be written in the “Local 
Standards Addressed” column. 

8. Use in conjunction with other lesson planning. 



Session Student Goals Local Standards 
Addressed

IBM SkillsBuild 
course

Student Objectives Learning Activities Estimated Time Assessment Teacher Resources

1 Students will 
develop a 
foundational 
knowledge on cloud 
computing.

(varies by state) What is Cloud 
Computing?

Students will know the 
differences in the three 
types of service models in 
the area Cloud computing.

What is Cloud Computing?

Introduction

So, what is cloud computing?

60 mins Kahoot! Cloud 
Computing

What is Cloud 
Computing Lesson 
Plan

2 Students will 
develop a 
foundational 
knowledge on cloud 
computing. Students will learn 

different ways that 
data can be stored 
and managed with 
the newest cloud 
technology. 

Students will learn 
that cloud offers 
important benefits 
for corporations and 
their customers. 

 — What is Cloud 
Computing?

Students will know the 
three forms of Cloud 
service.

What is Cloud Computing?

Cloud, “as a service”

60 mins — What is Cloud 
Computing Lesson 
Plan

3 Students will 
develop a 
foundational 
knowledge on cloud 
computing.

— What is Cloud 
Computing?

Students will show 
proficiency in Cloud 
computing terminology.

What is Cloud Computing?

Cloud computing terminology

60 mins — What is Cloud 
Computing Lesson 
Plan

4 Students will 
develop a 
foundational 
knowledge on cloud 
computing.

— What is Cloud 
Computing?

Students will understand 
different types of Cloud 
computing careers.

What is Cloud Computing?

Careers in cloud computing

50 mins Show What You 
Know Quiz

What is Cloud 
Computing Lesson 
Plan
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https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cloud-computing/09082acb-811f-41f0-8182-dc435165ba96
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cloud-computing/09082acb-811f-41f0-8182-dc435165ba96
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG/EKRVQWMYXWMJ55YA
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG/GYWEKVDPQGWJ9QWZ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG/GYWEKVDPQGWJ9QWZ
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/iz7lz4zdew96vjd4ak32g71td5s69q19.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZKRDMZZ96MG


Session Student Goals Local Standards 
Addressed

IBM SkillsBuild  
 course

Student Objectives Learning Activities Estimated Time Assessment Teacher Resources

5 Students will learn 
different ways that 
data can be stored 
and managed with 
the newest cloud 
technology. 

Students will learn 
about benefits that 
cloud offers for 
corporations and 
their customers. 

Students will 
learn practical 
applications for 
cloud.

— How is Cloud 
Computing Used?

How is Cloud Computing 
Used?

Introduction

Cloud helps businesses thrive

Cloud helps us all

Cloud computing and you 

60 mins Cloud helps us all 
mini quiz

How is Cloud 
Computing Used? 
Lesson Plan

6 Students will be 
able to explain 
artificial intelligence 
concepts on an 
introductory level. 

— What is Artificial 
Intelligence

Students will understand 
the basics of artificial 
intelligence systems. 

Students will be able to 
define a working 
definition for AI & other 
terms.

Students will be able to 
identify examples of AI, 
Neural Network, Big Data, 
Algorithm and Machine 
Learning.

What is Artificial Intelligence

Introduction

Can a Computer Really Think?

Computers Help Humans

Other Technologies Help AI

Careers in Artificial 
Intelligence

Learn the Jargon

60 mins Show What You 
Know Quiz

Introduction to AI 
Lesson Part 1

Introduction to AI 
Lesson Part 2

Artificial Intelligence 
K-W-L Chart

2/7

Students will understand 
how cloud computing is 
put to work every day. 

Students will understand 
the three benefits of cloud 
computing for businesses. 

Students will know the 
similarities and 
differences in the three 
service models. 

Students will understand 
different career paths in 
this field.

https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y/ZKDRDJNRXEQQ1BJX
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#QPXXWXJNYMNG1Y9Y/ZKDRDJNRXEQQ1BJX
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/gjyi8bikcim9y2bqoor3kfpkr7prd3ya.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/gjyi8bikcim9y2bqoor3kfpkr7prd3ya.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/gjyi8bikcim9y2bqoor3kfpkr7prd3ya.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2/XVXPQNVMGRRV2P52
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#PZXXWZEREVVQ28K2/XVXPQNVMGRRV2P52
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/uakv0tb1ptzjd1ppjcs400oppd1kho8i.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/uakv0tb1ptzjd1ppjcs400oppd1kho8i.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/qpxk6jpy0tvqlgit2dgcalovz1wzlo8y.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/qpxk6jpy0tvqlgit2dgcalovz1wzlo8y.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/1fgszzuoi2h9rowsljljkcx6659tia06.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/1fgszzuoi2h9rowsljljkcx6659tia06.pdf


Session Student Goals Local Standards 
Addressed

IBM SkillsBuild 
course

Student Objectives Learning Activities Estimated Time Assessment Teacher Resources

7 Students will 
learn about the 
problems that AI is 
solving problems 
everywhere like 
communicating with 
chatbots, to piloting 
self-driving cars, 
to solving complex 
global problems.

—

Artificial Intelligence 
in Practice

Students will learn about 
the importance of game 
design. 

Students will understand 
that AI can perform 
complex work like 
automating searches, 
marketing, and advertising.

Students will learn 
about natural language 
processing.  

Students will explore how 
AI can extend human 
expertise.  

Artificial Intelligence in 
Practice

Introduction

AI Can Communicate

AI Can Help You Do Things

AI Can Solve Problems

AI Can Play Games

AI Can Extend Human 
Expertise

40 mins — —

8 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

What is 
Cybersecurity? 

Students will get a high 
level overview and 
introduction to 
cybersecurity.

60 mins — What is 
Cybersecurity- 
lesson plan 

9 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

— What is 
Cybersecurity? 

Students will gain a 
foundational 
understanding of 
cybsercurity topics. 

60 mins Kahoot 
Cybersecurity Quiz

What is 
Cybersecurity- 
lesson plan

10 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

— What is 
Cybersecurity? 

Students will be able to 
demonstrate understanding 
of hackers, ways they can 
acquire information, and 
the severity of different 
attacks.

What is Cybersecurity?

 Hackers and Cyberattacks

60 mins Kahoot Hackers Quiz What is 
Cybersecurity —  
lesson plan

11 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

— What is 
Cybersecurity? 

Students will be able to 
explain numerous ways to 
keep information safe and 
the value of cybersecurity 
experts. Cyber Codes Video — 3 min

What is Cybersecurity 

 Cryptography

60 mins Kahoot 
Cryptography Quiz

What is 
Cybersecurity — 
lesson plan

3/7

—

What is Cybersecurity?
Introduction

Cybersecurity 101 
Video

What is Cybersecurity?

Cybersecurity

https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXXNXNKPNMZ1BZY
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cybersecurity-crash-course-computer-science-31/2bb1cfe4-f2bf-4a65-bdc4-91607be37018
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cybersecurity-crash-course-computer-science-31/2bb1cfe4-f2bf-4a65-bdc4-91607be37018
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://create.kahoot.it/details/hackers-cyber-attacks-crash-course-computer-science-32/e7f2eebc-a072-498f-975a-da5e75f657e8
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6FanLhvsEs
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ/KXWWYMYJWRMG1NGY
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cryptography/1d838037-8f11-4a09-81f6-e8148016fdc4
https://create.kahoot.it/details/cryptography/1d838037-8f11-4a09-81f6-e8148016fdc4
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdpxddDzXfE
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ


Session Student Goals Local Standards 
Addressed

IBM SkillsBuild  
 course

Student Objectives Learning Activities Estimated Time Assessment Teacher Resources

12 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

— What is 
Cybersecurity? 

Students will be able 
to identify careers in 
cybersecurity and the job 
market.

60 mins (plus 
time to present 
research 
assignments)

What is 
Cybersecurity Quiz

Research 
assignment: IBM 
Voices in Careers

What is 
Cybersecurity —
Lesson Plan

13 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity.

— How Is 
Cybersecurity Used?

Students will Students will 
be able to describe Havyn 
and its connection to IBM 
and cybersecurity.

Students will understand 
how cybersecurity is used 
to defend against attacks. 
Students will be able to 
explain the IBM X-Force 
command center and how 
is uses simulations to help 
companies. Students will 
be able to use skills to 
protect against a cyber-
attacks in a simulation.

How Is Cybersecurity Used? 
Introduction

Tony Stark has Jarvis, and 
now IBM has Havyn

IBM X-Force Command 
Center 

X-Force Command Center: 
360 Cyber Range Experience 

Nova Cybersecurity Lab

60 mins — How is Cybersecurity 
Used? Lesson Plan

14 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity and 
how IBM handles it.

— IBM and 
Cybersecurity 

Students will be able 
to show knowledge of 
Cybersecurity vocabulary 
and attack methods. 
Students will understand 
the security protocols and 
professionals at IBM.

IBM and Cybersecurity

Introduction

What’s It Like To Work At IBM 
Security

IBM Security Command 
Center Video — 2 mins

Cyber Tactical Operation 
Center Video — 4 mins

To Get You Thinking

60 mins — IBM and 
Cybersecurity 
Lesson Plan

4/7

What is Cybersecurity?

Careers in Cybersecurity 

An Intro to 
Cybersecurity Careers — 
6 min video

https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AkuKKJ8dN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AkuKKJ8dN0
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ/RKXXYERVVQWN1K3M
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ/RKXXYERVVQWN1K3M
https://securityintelligence.com/series/voices-of-security/
https://securityintelligence.com/series/voices-of-security/
https://securityintelligence.com/series/voices-of-security/
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/onftngbvqp7xx7la1a8gi4oz9whsdmr7.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/0sk2d63e83kemhvxs5rlz8jl91v1cbq0.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/onftngbvqp7xx7la1a8gi4oz9whsdmr7.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/onftngbvqp7xx7la1a8gi4oz9whsdmr7.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6eysngVPmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6eysngVPmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=je2x_gXmoIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=je2x_gXmoIU
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN/YZXXDXMRVYEN1P3M
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#JYWPQZZDDEVJKGJQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-YZXXYZWRGDDWN9MW


Session Student Goals Local Standards 
Addressed

IBM SkillsBuild 
 course

Student Objectives Learning Activities Estimated Time Assessment Teacher Resources

15 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity and 
how IBM handles it.

— IBM and 
Cybersecurity

Students will learn 
cybersecurity vocabulary.

IBM and Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity Terminology 
Primer

Cybersecurity Vocab 
Crossword Puzzle

Glossary of Cybersecurity 
Terms

60 mins — IBM and 
Cybersecurity 
Lesson Plan

16 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
cybersecurity and 
how IBM handles it.

— IBM and 
Cybersecurity 

Students will learn about 
types of cyberattacks and 
methods.

IBM and Cybersecurity

Types of Cyberattacks

Cyber Attack Methods

60 mins IBM and 
Cybersecurity Quiz

IBM and 
Cybersecurity 
Lesson Plan

17 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
data science. 

— What is Data 
Science?

Students will create a basic 
definition of data science.

Students will be able to 
define structured and 
unstructured data.

What is Data Science?

It’s All About Information

How Do You Handle Data?

60 mins — What is Data Science 
Lesson Plan

Putting the Science 
in Data Power Point

18 Students will 
demonstrate a basic 
understanding of 
data science career 
paths. 

— What is Data 
Science?

Students will understand 
the pathway to becoming 
a data scientist and will 
understand the roles a data 
scientist plays.

Students will develop 
analytical thinking skills 
by reading case studies to 
research data scientists.

What is Data Science? 

How Do You Become a Data 
Scientist?

Will You Like the Work?

Data Science as a Career

60 mins — What is Data Science 
Lesson Plan

5/7

https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://ibm.ent.box.com/file/739671684392?s=xjdu4mltnynluv9f8ggbjecgpomtomgl
https://ibm.ent.box.com/file/739671684392?s=xjdu4mltnynluv9f8ggbjecgpomtomgl
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/assets/ZKDRWQJVJMDX8DQ8/Glossary of Cybersecurity Terms.pdf
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/assets/ZKDRWQJVJMDX8DQ8/Glossary of Cybersecurity Terms.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qyk9yY-vEik
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN/RKXXDEYPGJJN3QRX
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#ZKDDZKYVXYEX1KVN/RKXXDEYPGJJN3QRX
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/yypw8xswgvw34lyaa5bd24swgfi9z0v1.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l9en8klmimjwliiikrh447lq62y8y4jg.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l9en8klmimjwliiikrh447lq62y8y4jg.pdf
https://www.ptech.org/your-learning-tools/putting-the-science-in-data/
https://www.ptech.org/your-learning-tools/putting-the-science-in-data/
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG/PZXVEERYRGGQ7649
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#GYWWGWGRJNYJ6JZG
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l9en8klmimjwliiikrh447lq62y8y4jg.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l9en8klmimjwliiikrh447lq62y8y4jg.pdf
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19 Students will have a 
basic understanding 
of applications of 
data science and 
machine learning. 

— Techniques to 
Manage, Share, and 
Put Data to Work

Students will be able to 
explain the differences in 
sorting, visualizing, and 
using data. 

Students will be able to 
define a database, its 
rationale, and purpose for 
managing data. 

Students will understand 
the benefits of visualizing 
data and appropriate 
methods to create 
visualizations. 

Students will understand 
the connection of 
databases to machine 
learning. 

Students will use Cornell 
Notes strategy to manage 
information.

Techniques to Manage, Share, 
and Put Data to Work

Introduction

Sort Data to Analyze It

Visualize Data to 
Communicate It

Use Data to Drive Machine 
Learning 

60 mins — Techniques to 
Manage, Share, and 
Put Data to Work 
Lesson Plan 

20 Students will have 
an understanding of 
what it’s like to be a 
data scientist. 

— Data Science in the 
Real World

 Students will understand 
the importance of data 
in the real word and its 
applications. 

Students will be able to 
explain the important use 
of data science in many 
different career fields.

Students will be able 
to explain some of the 
things that IBM is doing 
to manipulate data for 
community programs.

Data Science in the Real 
World 

Working with Data

Applying Data Science

What’s It Like to Be a Data 
Scientist at IBM

Data Science and You

60 mins — Data Science in the 
Real World
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https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#RKXEEWWKENWV2R4E
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l83fj39usn130wkj0xf8okwk56uhuxvl.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l83fj39usn130wkj0xf8okwk56uhuxvl.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l83fj39usn130wkj0xf8okwk56uhuxvl.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/l83fj39usn130wkj0xf8okwk56uhuxvl.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#DNQQVQVEPRPQ4D3B
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/d4jahrwfuvqrz2cglsqtfz14yn9jixyn.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/d4jahrwfuvqrz2cglsqtfz14yn9jixyn.pdf
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21 Students will gain 
an understanding 
of what blockchain 
is and how 
blockchains help 
companies.  

— What is Blockchain? Students will be able to 
explain what Blockchain is 
and why it is important.

Students will understand 
the key concepts and 
components of blockchain 
technology.

What is Blockchain?

Introduction

To Get You Thinking

Blockchain Explained

Careers in Blockchain

60 mins Mini Quiz What is Blockchain 
Lesson Plan

22 Students will 
understand the uses 
and implications of 
blockchain.

— How is Blockchain 
Used?

Students will know how 
business and technology 
companies, such as IBM, 
are using blockchain 
solutions.

Students will know where 
to find information and 
resources to work with 
and learn more about 
blockchain.

How is Blockchain Used? 

Introduction

Blockchain Use Cases

Spotlight: Securing Food on 
the Blockchain

Beginner Glossary

Blockchain and You

60 mins — How is Blockchain 
Used? Lesson Plan 

23 Students will learn 
about Internet 
of Things and its 
impact on their 
future.

— What is the Internet 
of Things?

Students will learn about 
Internet of Things and its 
impact on their future. 

Students will understand 
how they interact 
throughout their day with 
IoT devices and technology.

What is the Internet of 
Things?

Why Does it Matter?

How Does it Work?

What are Some Examples?

25 mins — Introduction to 
Internet of Things 
Activity Kit
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https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/ptech/learn/#ZKDDNXPEDJGXDJ9X/GYWWDGRRNYKX68MD
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/ec9td7ff0njz1r5p42nkvxma8y7ebuan.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/ec9td7ff0njz1r5p42nkvxma8y7ebuan.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#PZXVVGGQNEEQ2EDQ
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/ygmmiabsxtth2c0fexxx0mpr1edgwf9s.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/shared/static/ygmmiabsxtth2c0fexxx0mpr1edgwf9s.pdf
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-QPXEXPGVWWVN7EJG
https://students.yourlearning.ibm.com/activity/ILB-QPXEXPGVWWVN7EJG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXEXPGVWWVN7EJG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXEXPGVWWVN7EJG
https://bundles.yourlearning.ibm.com/students/learn/#QPXEXPGVWWVN7EJG
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/responsibility/initiatives/activitykits/iot/index.shtml
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/responsibility/initiatives/activitykits/iot/index.shtml
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/responsibility/initiatives/activitykits/iot/index.shtml



